BE A FORCE
To live fully and with passion demands energy but the rewards are endless. At Phia, we develop
new ways to capture nature’s energy for this exact purpose. Natural energies impact the way
we feel, the way we think and how we live. We harness energies created by sun, soil and water
from the far corners of the world and combine them using the natural laws of physics and
mathematics. Ultimately, we create hair and body products that help us all live fully and with
passion – to be a force!
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a passion for energy
Michelle Roark, founder of Phia Lab, believes abundant energy can
unlock potential from the perspective of competing on the world stage
in skiing to applying engineering and physics in product innovation.
Michelle launched Phia to develop a competitive edge in her skiing that
defied the odds and put her on multiple World Cup podiums as well
as in two Olympics. A spirited perfectionist with a degree in chemical
engineering from one of the most prestigious engineering schools in
the world, she targeted her research on capturing natural energies that
could unlock greater human potential. Michelle travels the globe in
search of nature’s finest essences with just the right amount of energy
to use in her “Phi” based formulations that make up the Phia product line.
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BE A Force
At Phia Lab we believe there’s an energy charging through
nature that’s everywhere. Whether you’re looking out over
your favorite surf break or you’re waist-deep in fresh powder,
you can feel it around you with strength and purpose. It’s life
in its purest form, moving to its own beat, its own cadence,
its own flow. And when we capture even a portion of it, big
things happen.
At Phia Lab, we do just that every day in our small-batch blends.
By hand mixing only the purest, most vibrant ingredients with
the natural laws of physics and mathematics, we develop new
compositions and new ways to channel nature’s energy. Ultimately,
Phia uses these dynamic creations in hair and body products
that inspire and empower us all.

philosophy
For the past decade, Phia’s founder has researched the energy of
essential oils. Based on this work, it was discovered that this energy
is visible, vibrant and long-lasting. In contrast, synthetic ingredients
commonly used in commercial products were found to be faint or
lifeless. Natural energies impact the way we feel, the way we think
and how we live.

Madagascar Spain Peru Sumatra Jamaica CypruS
Italy Washington Bulgaria Reunion Island Malaysia
Himalayas Malabar Coast IndiA Hawaii Hungary
Paraguay Turkey Moon Islands Brazil Vietnam
Panama Australia Ireland Egypt Morocco Sri Lanka
England Iran Canada Indonesia Haiti Austria Tunisia
Ethiopia France Guatemala Somalia El Salvador Siberia
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At Phia, we believe that these vibrant ingredients
deserve perfect proportions. In art and science,
Phi is the divine proportion. This mysterious form
of numeric perfection shapes our world and fulfills
our senses. From Egypt’s inspiring pyramids to
Da Vinci’s majestic masterpieces to the soothing
sound of the violin, Phi empowers creation.

Bi o

At Phia, we harness energies created by sun, soil and water, found in fields, forests and oceans
from the far corners of the world. Products are created with your well-being in mind, deliberately
void of synthetic substances that deflate or destroy the vibrant energy of natural essences.
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real ingredients

Phi ( Φ I ), the world’s most perfect number (1.618), is
evident in beauty, nature, art, music, architecture,
and even the human anatomy. Phia products apply
the time tested pattern of Phi to achieve the divine.
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PHIA energy SPECTRUM
Adventure

Ride hands–free on the
roller coaster of life

Balance

Pop up on your board
and enjoy the surf

confidence

mango, clove, jasmine
rosewood…

honey, vanilla, cucumber,
vetiver…

(energy = 170-189 kJ/mol)

(energy = 205-248 kJ/mol)

rose, palmarosa, bergamot,
pink grapefruit…

GROUNDING

FOCUS

Float like a butterfly
sting like a bee

(energy = 280-300 kJ/mol)

IMAGINATION

Engage in the present

See the tree through the forest

Think beyond

birch, cajeput, Irish ivy,
sandalwood…

honeysuckle, lilac, Peru balsam,
peppermint…

lavender, lily of the valley, ylang
ylang, frankincense…

(energy = 190-203 kJ/mol)

(energy = 250-279 kJ/mol)

(energy = 150-169 kJ/mol)
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grounding

adventure

focus

Engage in the present

Ride hands-free on the
roller coaster of life

See the tree
through the forest

(170-189 kJ/mol)

(190-203 kJ/mol)

With an irresistible spark of
adventure, this bouquet tantalizes
your youthful spirit with a polite
request to escape and play. Nurture
the desire to discover and explore
with this adventurous mango,
coconut, and magnolia composition.
For the explorer in you, find several
hidden twists for added surprise.

Wit h ex t ra spice and many
distinctive layers, this bouquet
summons the power and intensity of
concentration, giving you the edge.
This mysterious blend contains
elements from the Malabar Coast
of India and Morocco. Amber and
tuberose, one of the world’s most
expensive essential oils, play lead
roles in this provocative bouquet.

(150-169 kJ/mol)
Grounding is for all. This unisex
bouquet grounds your mind in the
moment. It connects us to Earth and
converts thought into movement.
Derived from essential oils stretching
across several continents, this
natural bouquet from Ireland, the
Netherlands, Italy and India breaks
barriers and blossoms as a common
language. Green ivy from rolling
hills and enduring woods of the
desert sands are complemented by
robust notes of verbena and violet.
It is peace. It is precious. It is present.

Adventure invigorates your energy
with these exquisite creations from
nature’s fountain of youth.

Focus helps concentrate your
energy to accomplish the task at
hand.
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balance

imagination

confidence

Pop up on your board
and enjoy the surf

Think beyond

Float like a butterfly
sting like a bee

(250-279 kJ/mol)

(280-300 kJ/mol)

(205-248 kJ/mol)
Like a carefree walk through a
seaside meadow on a blue sky day,
Balance is fresh, peaceful and full
of life. This airy bouquet combines
plants, flowers and herbs from
Madagascar, Tahiti and Hawaii. The
blend includes energies from green
grass and lush woods, the soothing
vibration of vanilla and a unique
combination of tropical flowers
designed to smooth emotions.

From deep in the painter’s palette,
this bouquet captures the seeds of
imagination. Like the brush strokes
in Monet’s landscapes, the notes in
this blend open the window to your
creative mind. Explore this scent
for the hidden possibilities. Fields
of lavender in Chateauredon and
lilacs at the summer festival, hints
of tobacco from grandfather’s pipe
and a touch of mystery from the
Moon Islands, Imagination unlocks
your creative side.

This bouquet helps you find balance
in today’s hectic world.

This bouquet connects your mind
to endless possibilities.

This firecracker blend will deliver
confidence in any situation. From
the busiest city streets to the
highest mountain peaks, you
will have the energy to make it
happen. Confidence combines
natural rose oil from Bulgaria with
Italian bergamot and an energizing
grapefruit twist.
This bouquet puts you on course
for living with passion and purpose.
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pure energy
All Phia products are designed to enhance your state of mind by capturing
the energy of plants, flowers and herbs in a bottle.
Pure Energy is concentrated, real botanicals from around the world with over
600 petals in each blend. Contained in a classic stainless steel flask that
preserves the composition for years, growing finer with time much like a wine.
Just one drop lasts 5-6 hours, evolving and changing with you making who
you are and who you are in the process of becoming part of the story.
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Spa line

salon line
Hand & Body Wash

Shampoo

Awaken your senses with this exotic combination of omega-3
hemp oil, aloe, chamomile, and the energy of pure botanicals.
Relax while it cleanses, nourishes, and hydrates your skin.
Combine with Phia Shampoo and Conditioner for the complete
energy experience.

This conditioning shampoo gently bathes and hydrates your
hair with a rare blend of certified Moroccan argan oil, hemp
oil and elder flower. It is ideal for under-nourished, moisturedeprived locks. Follow with Phia Conditioner and Body Wash
for the complete energy experience.

Body Serum

Hair Serum

This uplifting mixture of rare ingredients replenishes your skin
with valuable nutrients. Light to the touch but strong in impact,
this serum revives the way you look and feel. Your skin will be
soft and moisturized. Enjoy it as a massage oil as well.

This airy blend of rich ingredients protects your hair from the
damaging effects of UV and heat. Certified Moroccan argan oil
locks in moisture and improves shine. With the added touch of
a light energy bouquet, it is a must have for all hair types.

Natural Lotion

Conditioner

This blend of moisture rich rainforest butters and nourishing
nut oils leaves skin noticeably soft and hydrated. Smooth and
silky, yet not sticky, it is capable of rejuvenating the driest skin.
Apply before and after you face the elements.

This rich concentrated conditioner repairs weakened, moisturedeprived locks. Experience the luxury and healing benefits of
moisturizing rainforest butters, nourishing Moroccan argan oil,
Italian olive oil, and the energy of pure botanicals.
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